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"Books of Hours" is a glittering collection of devotional texts which became a favorite of people
in western Europe by the end of the 13th century.

"Perhaps the most beautiful and arguably the most important [volume] published thus far . . . The
Sargent catalogue raisonné [is] a wonderful project aesthetically, academically, and
historically."—Joshua Rose, American Fine ArtAbout the AuthorRichard Ormond is a Sargent
scholar and an independent art historian; he is the artist's great-nephew. He was formerly deputy
director of the National Portrait Gallery, London, and director of the National Maritime Museum,
Greenwich. Elaine Kilmurray is a co-author and the research director of the John Singer Sargent
catalogue raisonné.
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Boo Spanyer, “Many Peace-filled 'Hours'. I love illuminated manuscripts and books of hours. This
is a beautiful little volume and I look at it regularly. Really wonderful images and informative text,
a very well-made volume that has withstood years of reading. It still looks new : ) Of course I
take good care of my things, but some books are so shabbily made they simply fall apart. This
didn't and I really appreciate that because books are to be treasured.The images are full colour
and cover the entire page. (It has them on almost every page!) Glorious images that make the
heart soar. The book itself is quite small, you could carry it in your coat pocket (and I have.)
Some people may have trouble with the print size, but a small book is unlikely to have large
print.This could be given as a gift or as a keepsake, it's that kind of "special" book.”

B. Marold, “Just what I was looking for.... This book precisely fits a particular niche in the needs
of someone teaching Medieval books, remarkably inexpensive. Buy Two!There are dozens of
excellent books on illustrated books of the pre-printing press late Medieval period, but, for what I
had in mind, they all had one huge drawback. They were huge! They were classic art books, with
quarto, or even folio sized pages, and glorious, oversized full color illustrations, and lots of great
explanations. But, what I wanted was something which would be a reasonable facsimile to the
true Medieval books of hours, psalters, and breviaries that I see in the Cloisters in NYC.I needed
something I could pass around to a group during a class on the books of hours. I was so
frustrated (I did see an ad for a facsimile of a Medieval illustrated Breviary, which cost close to
10,000 dollars. And they didn't even have the good sense to post a picture. To make a long story
short, this volume is precisely what I wanted, at a rediculously low price. I agree with the
reviewer who noted that the book should be able to lie open, flat. I suggest that the cost of this
book is so small that I would consider buying a second copy, and rebinding my first copy, so that
it does lie flat.”

Jan Dierckx, “The luminous colors of the dark ages.. In this tiny book are brought together a
limited choice of the most exquisite medieval miniatures from 1230 ( artist William de Brailes )
until 1522. Other important artists are Jan Van Eyck, Jean Fouquet, and Simon Bening.Of
course in large manuscripts most of the illuminations could hardly be called miniatures but were
full blown paintings, so to speak, with their own set of aesthetic rules. The format of the Books of
Hours are ideal to study miniatures. You will find in this little book ( approximate the same size as
the miniatures included ) an amazing collection of breathtaking miniatures with very vivid and
beautiful colors. It's eye candy, I agree, but that made the Books of Hours popular in the Middle
Ages. Let's face it, the success of the Catholic Church in the Middle Ages depended - for a
substantial part - upon the cultural wealth that was displayed in churches and cathedrals, in the
Vatican and its sumptuous Library, and in the Books of hours with their initials decorated with
burnished gold.Indeed, you could say that the luminous colors of the miniatures in this collection



are making the Dark Ages less dark.”

History Teacher, “This book is really cute.. and its affordable. It's a good introduction to Books of
Hours with examples from many different manuscripts presented in a nice format. (A quibble I
had is that its hard to figure out which manuscript the various pages are from, the information is
presented but not in the clearest way). The reproductions are more than satisfactory. There are
better reproductions in other books but you pay more for them, too. I think that someone who
liked high medieval art would love this book (I don't know why one of the previous reviewers
thinks the art is from 'the Dark Ages'. That would be more like the Book of Kells--admittedly also
not 'dark'). Even though I have several other reproductions of books of hours, I am hanging on
to this one, and also planning to buy another as a gift for a friend.”

S. Warfield, “Beautiful miniature edition of Books of Hours. This miniature edition of Books of
Hours is a beautiful collection of some of the loveliest of pages of these popular books from the
Medieval times in western Europe. The color plates are reproduced at about the same size as
the original. The book also tells where each of these is now preserved, whether in a museum or
library, and a few are in private collections. The artwork is exquisite and each plate is described
and the text is translated at the back of the book. I didn't notice at first that the cover is actually a
dust jacket. This would make a beautiful and inexpensive gift for someone.Excellent purchase
that I'm very happy to have.”

Suzan B., “classic. This the first reference material on Books of Hours for most people and is an
indispensable part of everyone's library who enjoys the topic or does actual scribal work! And it's
cute, Who could ask for more?”

S, “beautiful tiny book. this diminutive volume has many reproductions of gorgeous pages from
books of hours, i got it to study the calligraphy scribes were using at the time and the printing is
of such a high quality you may easily see the individual brush strokes, if you enjoy this type of
manuscript style do not miss picking a copy of this up”

tommyr, “A tiny masterpiece. I read the many reviews of this book before buying, and I'm glad I
ignored the bad ones. The reproductions are at or near the original size, and are absolutely
beautiful (and I'm a professional print buyer, having worked in the world of fine art). They are not
(at least in my copy) "fuzzy" at all. I should point out that they are not meant to be viewed through
a magnifying glass, as the printing screen pattern (the coloured dots) is necessarily relatively
large compared to the overall size of the images.As a small selection of some of the most
beautiful manuscripts from the middle ages, or as a devotional object, I cannot recommend this
tiny book too highly.”

Anne Stark, “A delight. This book is a small treasure. Beautifully illustrated and yes the pictures



are small and yes you do need a magnifying glass but I think that adds to the beauty of it. These
books in their original form were very small. It is well produced and the illustrations are indexed
at the back. It would be nice if the publishers had produced a hard back version as it would make
a lovely gift.”

sue pope, “and I like the layout. I lost my copy of LEs Tres Riches Heures du Duc Du Berry and
this Book of Hours did not quite measure up to that. However, it is a pleasure to own, and I like
the layout. I should have preferred a slightly glossier paper.It would be a good introduction to
this subject but I shall continue to look for an affordable copy of Les Tres Riches Heures, whilst
still enjoying coming across this pocket sized book in my bag.”

L H, “Truly wonderful little book!. What a truly wonderful little book. I simply love it. Writing could
be a little larger where there's room but that's only because of my eyes nowadays...... Arrived
within a day, and pleases me every time I pick it up.”

The book by John Singer Sargent has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 80 people have provided
feedback.
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